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SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS 

When using electrical appliances, basic precautions should 

always be followed to reduce the risk of fire, electric shock, 

and injury to person. 
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What’s Included 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Emission Spout 

2. Water Tank Cover 

3. Air Flow Handle 

4. Water Tank 

5. Water Level Window 

6. Tank Cap 

(located on underside of Water Tank) 

7. Air Flow Gap 

8. Reed Switch 

9. Power Cord 

10. Display Screen 

11. Base Unit 

12. Atomization Sheet 
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Operating Instructions 
1. Make sure the PüreHome is at room temperature and power cord dry. It should be 

away from direct sunlight and not pointed directly at any electronics, walls or 

furniture. 

2. Fill water tank with clean filtered water. Do NOT fill the central opening. Instead, fill 

the tank over and unscrew the cap to fill. Use the window on the front of the 

machine to indicate when full. 

3. Add chosen disinfectant which could include one of the following: 

- 1 bottle (12 oz) of PüreSol made solution 

- 1 cup (250 mL) of HOCl  

- 1 tablet of ClO2 

4. After filling with water, make sure the tank, base and main spout are all secured and 

in the designated place. 

5. Plug into functioning power outlet and press the on button. Power on in a dry and 

ventilated place. Let it run for 30 minutes to fully disperse in 350 square feet.  Do 

not run for longer than 30 minutes at once. Ideal conditions for the air flow of the 

PüreHome are within 4 - 100 °F with Relative Humidity at < 80% 

 

Disinfectant Amount Per Full Tank Refill 

PüreSol Full bottle, (12 oz) 

(use PüreSol as directed) 

HOCL gallon 1 cup (250mL) 

ClO2 tablet 1 tablet 

 

Functions: 

 Power: Plug in power cable. When in standby mode, white lights will show on the 

display. Press power on button and the standby mode is cancelled. The PüreHome will 

default to run in high mist mode.   

 

 Timer: Press this button to set timer from 1 to 16 hours. The timer is the sum of the 

numbers that light up on the machine. For example: if the numbers 1, 2 and 4 are lit up, the 

timer would be set at 7 hours. 
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 Speed mist volume: Mist volume adjustment button can change the mist volume from 

high to low levels. 

 

  Sleep mode: Press and hold this button for 3 seconds, and the machine will enter 

sleep mode. The light on the screen will turn off.  

 

Schedule: Press this button to schedule when the PüreHome will start to run 

continuously. For example, if you select 3, it will start to run continuously in 3 hours. 

 

Guidelines for Use 

1. Do not repair or adjust the product base by yourself. 

2. Do not try to replace the power cord by yourself if it is damaged or broken. Please 

email the Service Department (service@purepathproducts.com) for replacement 

parts. 

3. Do not use any kind of additive in the water tank that is not recommended. 

4. Please keep the PüreHome away from children. 

5. Immediately turn off the PüreHome and unplug the power cord, if there is an 

abnormal sound or smell. Contact our Service Department if you require a repair at 

service@purepathproducts.com. 

6. Unplug the PüreHome when moving or cleaning. 

7. Unplug the PüreHome when not in use. 

8. Do not attempt to empty, fill or tilt the PüreHome while in operation mode. 

9. Do not touch the water or the units in the flume when in operation mode. 

10. Do not turn on the PüreHome when there is no water in the tank. 

11. Do not use the PüreHome in a high humidity atmosphere. 

12. Do not use the PüreHome directly on a wood or bamboo surface. 

13. Do not scrape or scratch the atomization sheet with hard materials. 

14. Do not run for more than 30 minutes at one time in one sitting. 

15. If mist doesn’t emit smoothly due to low temperature or high humidity, use low 

mode.  

16. If your PüreHome is broken, please send it back to our warehouse for proper 

disposal: Püre, Attn: Customer Service, 5445 Oceanus Dr, Suite #107, Huntington 

Beach, CA 92649. 

17. To preserve the life of the PüreHome and prevent accidents, use it in a dry place. 

18. Place the PüreHome on a flat, smooth, level surface. 
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19. Place the PüreHome away from the fire, such as a stove, and avoid any direct 

sunlight. 

20. Please use the PüreHome at the normal environment temperature. 

21. The mist direction should not be aimed directly at walls, electric appliances, or 

furniture. 

 

Daily maintenance 

If the water quality being used is hard (with high content of calcium and magnesium), it is 

recommended to clean the PüreSpace daily to prolong the life of the machine and its 

effectiveness. There might be residue build up on the atomization sheet. This will impact the 

efficiency of the PüreSpace, and it is recommended to gently scrub off the residue.  

 

How to Clean the PüreHome: 

Use distilled or purified water to wash the PüreHome and all its components at least once a 

week. Change the water often in the PüreHome to keep it clean. If it is not used for a long 

period, do not leave any water in the water tank. Clean and wipe down each part of the 

machine before storing. 

 

How to Clean the Atomization Sheet and Base: 

Dilute 1:1 of water and white vinegar or citric acid and pour it into the base, adding hot 

water to dissolve residue build up. Soak for 10 minutes and gently scrub the surface with 

small brush until scale is removed. Then clean the base and surface with water. 

 

General Troubleshooting 

 

Symptoms Reason analysis Solution 

No spray or mist  

The plug is not connected properly Insert the plug correctly 

The power is off Turn on the power 

No water or little water in the tank Fill tank enough water 

Low mist 
Has scale on the surface of the 

atomization sheet or dirty water  

Clean the atomization sheet 

and change the water. 
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Technical Parameters: 
Product Name PüreHome 

Power 90 W 

Mist 1100 mL/h 

Capacity 3.4 gallons / 13L 

 

 

 

 

Abnormal smell 

New machine 

Open the water tank and lay it 

open in a steady and cool 

place for 12 hours 

Water has not been clean or stored 

in the machine for a long time 

Clean the tank and change 

with clean water 

Abnormal sound 

Water tank is put incorrectly 
Adjust the water tank 

correctly 

Resonance caused by little water in 

the tank 
Fill tank with enough water 

Mist going 

around the spout 

Resonance caused by unsteady 

surface  

Put the appliance on a steady 

surface  


